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BURG-REULAND 
Action & Fun Weekend 

From 
245€ 

 

 Enjoy a fun and perfect weekend  

EXPERIENCE & SPORT 

Minimum group: 2 people 

Program: 3 days and 2 nights 

Meeting point: Hotel - Brasserie Val 
de L'Our - Sport & Relax. Burg-
Reuland 

Authentic: Experiences, games, 
sports & culture. 

INCLUDED: Two nights of accom-
modation with meals. Activities 
indicated in the program.  
 

NOT INCLUDED: Arrival transfers. 
Meals not indicated. Hiking gear. 
Tourist tax. Tips. 



Description 

Itinerary 

The charming village of Burg-Reuland is located near the 
meeting point of three borders (Belgium, Germany, and 

Luxemburg). Whether on foot, by bike or on horseback, 
explore the beautiful nature and captivating history of 

this fascinating region. Adventure, culture, nature and 
gastronomy, everyone can find what suits them. Let 

yourself be enchanted by the lush green of the hilly 
countryside. The Hotel Val de l'Our is offering a 

weekend full of fun sport activities for families and 
groups : karting race, bowling game, gastro dinner and 

an interactive 7Di movie theater! 

Our essence: Sports, games and the best heritage. 

Day 1: Arrival at The Hotel Val de l ‘Our, an idyllic hotel 
with a picturesque and peaceful location. Relax and 
sport, the most exciting combination.   

Enjoy a self-guided tour to discover Burg-Reuland 
playing the "Search game" Foto Safari,  you will have to 
search and find certain spots and information. Ask for 
the search list as well as your map at the tourist-
information bureau and enjoy the game! Don’t miss the 
landmark of Burg-Reuland: the castle of Reuland, nested 
in an exceptionally green setting. Enjoy a wonderful 
journey through time and explore this amazing medieval 
castle, recently renovated.  

A delicious gastronomic dinner is waiting for you at the 
modern and trendy restaurant of the Hotel Val de l’Our . 

Day 2: Start the day with a breakfast buffet and get 
ready for a day of action!  

Enjoy a day full of fun sport activities: 35 minutes of 
emotion driving a kart. Are you ready to discover the 
most exciting Bowling experience? A bowling game 
awaits you with a unique LED light show and a 
musical ambiance!  

To finish the day, don’t miss one 7Di Cinemaction 
adventure: a revolution in interactive action-adventure 
games! Play a 3D action adventure on a large, curved 
screen, a great immersion in a technological attraction. 
Put on the 3D glasses and immerse yourself in another 
world!  

Day 3: Breakfast buffet and free time to enjoy the Burg-
Reuland Audioguide experience of travelling through, 
learning from,  and driving around 11 spots  from the 
Burg-Reuland castle.  You will have a personal online 
guide that will explain all sights of this 20 km amazing 
long route!  

Bowling experience 

Search game 

Driving a kart 

The castle of Reuland 
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BURG-REULAND 
Mountain Bike Experience on the Stoneman Arduenna 

From 
59€ 

 

Adventure on a bike and enjoy the ride! 

BIKE & NATURE 

Minimum group: 1 people 

Program: 2 days and 1 night 

Meeting point: Hotel KUZ 
Mierelterweg, Burg-Reuland 
 

Authentic: Bike, nature, culture & 
gastronomic. 

INCLUDED: 1 night of accommoda-
tion at Kuz. Starter pack (GPS 
tracking, map…). 
 

NOT INCLUDED: Arrival transfers. 
Meals.Tourist tax. Tips.Mountain 
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Description 

Itinerary 

Burg-Reuland is located near the meeting point of three 

borders (Belgium, Germany, and Luxemburg). This 

charming village is on the path of the Stonemen 

Arduenna, a 176 kilometre Mountain Bike challenge. 

Enjoy a stopover in the village for a night to discover 

local food and monuments. Get your starter pack at KUZ 

and rent a mountain bike at the local tourism office. We 

invite you to bring out the experienced cyclist in you! 

Our essence: Biking, culture and the best landscapes. 

Day 1: Far away from the noise of everyday 
life, accommodation at Kuz offers a creative retreat 
in the heart of the Ardennes region. Enjoy a self-
guided walk through the Castle of Burg-Reuland, of 
the largest and most beautiful fortresses in the 
Ardennes, nested in an exceptional green setting. Take 
a stroll through the ruins of this 9th century 
monument. Enjoy a wonderful journey through time 
and explore this amazing medieval castle, recently 
renovated. 

Day 2: Start the day with breakfast and enjoy a day full 
of experiences riding a mountain bike through the path 
of the Stonemen Arduenna. Discover the Our Valley, a 
true paradise for hikers, bikers and nature enthusiasts, 
and the 15 km-long sculpture route, starting from 
Stoubach. Visit the Europe Monument, erected in 1977 
in honour of the founding fathers of the European Union 
and located just outside the village of Ouren, at the 
confluence of the Ribbach and the Our. The location 
was deliberately chosen: the region where the borders 
of Luxembourg, Germany and Belgium come together.  

Ready to continue the circuit? We advise you to 
continue in the direction of Maspelt or Grüfflingen and 
continue enjoying the journey! 

Bike in Ardenas region 

Hotel with breakfast 

Bike circuit 

Europe Monument 

@Dennis Stratmann 



DESCRIPTION 
 
 
Book a workshop in nature with Elisabeth Udelhoven, a local guide specialized in 
micro-adventures. It's "simple and natural". Different choices are offered: 
herbalism, campfire, stories and poetry, country art or creative craft. Enjoy and 
experience the impulses of the landscape surrounded by nature! 

From 

5€ 
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BURG-REULAND 
Nature workshop 



DESCRIPTION 
Discover the Our Valley, a true paradise for hikers and nature enthusiasts. 
Walk the 15 km-long sculpture route, starting from Stoubach. With the help of 
a guide, complete the route at the Europe Monument, erected in 1977 in honour of 
the founding fathers of the European Union and located just outside the village of 
Ouren, at the confluence of the Ribbach and the Our. The location was deliberately 
chosen: the region where the borders of Luxembourg, Germany and Belgium come 
together. Three municipalities, Heinerscheid in Luxembourg, Arzfeld in Germany 
and Burg-Reuland in Belgium, purchased the site for the monument composed of 
five boulders from five European countries.  

From 

30€ 
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BURG-REULAND 
Nature & History: Europe monument 



DESCRIPTION 
Are you ready to Ride on the Vennbahn Cycle Path? One of the longest 
railway cycle paths in Europe, going through the 3 countries of Germany, Belgium 
and Luxembourg. Cross East Belgium, with a maximum gradient of 3%, you can 
experience fascinating nature landscapes, Vennbahn stories and history on 
125km. Rent your e-bike or mountain bike for you and your family at the Tourist 
office. Ask for maps and audio guides to explore the hiking trails or the mountain 
bike circuits. For strength, a lunch is included to take with you on the way or eat 
right in the Hofladen bakery. 

From 
45€ 
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BURG-REULAND 
Explore the Vennbahn Cycle Path by Bike 



DESCRIPTION 
Visit one of the largest and most beautiful fortresses in the Ardennes, the 
castle of Reuland, nested in an exceptionally green setting. Take a stroll 
through the ruins of this 9th century monument. Enjoy a wonderful journey through 
time and explore this amazing medieval castle, recently renovated. Don't forget to 
play the "Search game" Foto Safari in Burg-reuland city: with a walk through the 
village you have to search and find certain spots and/or information (castle 
included). Ask for the searchlist as well as your map at the tourist-information 
bureau and enjoy the game!  

Free 
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BURG-REULAND 
A walk through the Castle  



DESCRIPTION 
Enjoy the experience of travelling through, learning from, and driving 
around 11 spotspoints, starting from the Burg-Reuland Castle. Get your 
Lauschtour map at the Tourist Info of Burg-Reuland. With the "Lauschtour App", 
you will have a personal online guide that will explain all 11 sights of the 
20 kilometre route. Borrow an iPod or simply download the free listening tour app 
on your smartphone and drive from listening point to listening point and discover 
East Belgium in a new way! There are a lot of stories out there waiting for you 
to experience! 

From 
5€ 
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BURG-REULAND 
Audioguide experience 


